Educational Program Guidelines
Pre-Design Guidelines

Discuss the following things as you design your program. You must include all of the following information to get full credit. This information will help when you begin video production as well. You will need to describe at least 3 animals and 3 plants from your ecosystem. Make sure you choose animals that are in Missouri’s ecosystems. You will describe at least one complete food chain with no missing links. You should also explain what kinds of things can upset the balance of the ecosystem and what happens to the rest of the animals and plants if one link in the chain disappears. You will need to use your written paragraphs from the park design to give a physical description, food for the organism (or how the organism gets it food), and the habitat the animal needs to survive. You should consider giving interesting facts about the plants or animals to appeal to your young audience and having real pictures to show students. You will need to identify the characteristics of your ecosystem. (Describe how you know it is a pond, etc.)
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